
ALL SAINTS ACADEMY
TAG DAY DRESS CODE

On specific days throughout the school year, students are allowed the option to “dress
down” from the standard uniform code. Tag days may be considered as fundraisers. They also
foster school spirit by permitting students to wear themed or spirit wear or casual, personal
outfits.

Regardless of any specific theme or reason for a tag day,
students must adhere to the following expectations:

● No sweatpants with lettering on the back
● No pajamas or lounge pants
● No torn, ripped or cut pants
● No shorts of any kind other than tan uniform shorts; cropped pants or capris

must be knee-length or below.
● No pants that are too loose or too tight or worn too low
● No undergarments can be seen under the clothing
● No shirts with plunging necklines, bare midriffs, or torn/cut off sleeves
● No strapless or thin-strapped shirts; no bare shoulders
● Skirt lengths must not be more than one inch above the knee
● No hats, bandanas, caps, hoods or head gear of other styles, except for

traditional hair accessories for girls
● No excess, sharp or exaggerated jewelry – standard dress code jewelry

restrictions apply
● No unusually dyed hair
● No slippers, sandals, flip-flops, sneakers with wheels, clogs, or backless shoes

of any kind
● No gloves or overcoats/jackets

Please also remember ....
Though a student may be wearing “dress down” clothing, he/she is still subject to the
guidelines regarding other elements of appropriate dress code and behavior.  This extends to
the wearing of make-up, extreme hairstyles, accessories, shoes, etc.  It is expected that student
behavior remains at a high level of compliance no matter what the outfit of the day is.

The classroom teacher, with the oversight of the principal, may also determine that a
student's Tag Day outfit is not appropriate for school due to style, graphics, wording, or
inferences.  If the outfit is not appropriate, the student will be expected to change the
outfit, contact the parent for a replacement outfit, leave school for the duration of the day.

If a student arrives at school improperly attired, he/she will be required to change clothes and, at
the discretion of the administration, may be sent home for the day.  The student may also be
subject to disciplinary action, and possibly, forfeit future tag day privileges
The parent will be responsible for rectifying an inappropriate tag day situation.


